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Abstract: The technology of work in some industrial enterprises involves the using of the heavy lifting machines moving on a special railway 

track. The type and dimensions of the gantry crane and the crane track are in accordance to the size and weight of the processed loads and 

the final product. The gantry cranes and the crane tracks usually work outdoors in all weather conditions and aggressive environmental 
influences. Most of these facilities were built 30 ÷ 40 years ago. During this period the regulations and requirements for their operation have 

been changed. Digital technologies now allow more precise modeling and calculation of the structure of the crane track, as well as 
inspection the impact of individual elements on the stress state of the structure as a whole. 

 The effect of the present study will have the greatest impact on loading and unloading platforms in railway stations, harbors and 

intermodal terminals. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of modern computer technology and 
software, the issue of modeling of the building structures is 

becoming increasingly important. The subject of this paper is the 
study of the stress state of a gantry crane's track with the help of 

SAP 2000 computing software. Gantry cranes are used to carry out 

loading and unloading operations in ports, railway stations and in 
some industrial enterprises. These lifting machines usually operate 

outdoors and the crane roads are exposed to all kinds of weather 
conditions and aggressive environmental influences. The type and 

dimensions of the elements inserted in the road depend on the load 
capacity, working hours and productivity of the gantry crane. The 

rails and fastenings used in the crane track are standardized 

elements used as a finished product with fixed geometric and 
strength characteristics. However, there are different options for the 

sub-rail base, the suitability of which shall be proven. A variant 
with a continuous reinforced concrete beam on which the fastenings 

and rails are attached is considered in the present study. The impact 
of the rail cross-section, the intensity of the fastenings and the 

strength characteristics of the ground base on the stress state of the 
sub-rail beam was traced. 

2. Model of the structure 

The cross-sections and strength characteristics of rails 49E, 
60E1 [1], A55 [2] are introduced in the digital model for the needs 

of research. The load model is from a gantry crane with a load 
capacity 12.5t [3]. The rails are point-supported on a continuous 

reinforced concrete beam. A scheme of the construction is given in 
Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1 Scheme of the construction and gantry crane 

 

Model description 

A three-dimensional model of the structure was made in the 

software product SAP 2000. The characteristics of the elements and 
load as follows:  

• Rail → modeled by FRAME - elements with a length 
corresponding to the distance between the points of support 

(fastenings). The joints at the beginning and end of each element are 
modeled with 6 restrains, which means translation and rotation 

about the X, Y, Z axes of the coordinate system is prevented. 

• Fastenings → LINK - elements. The elastic characteristics of 

the fastenings does not take into account. The directional properties 
in X, Y, Z are fixed. The study was performed for the distance 

between the fastenings 0.60, 0.80 and 1.00 m. 

• Sub-rail reinforced concrete beam → modeled by FRAME – 
elements with cross section 0.4/0.5m. The characteristics of the 

frame elements are the same as the rail frames. Strength 
characteristics of the material are as for concrete C20/25, according 

to Eurocode 2 [4]. The springs are putted in the beginning and in the 

end of every frame element. The stiffness of the springs 
corresponds to the strength characteristics of the different ground 

base. 

• Ground base – the strength characteristics are represented by 
the coefficient of subgrade reaction ks. Three values of coefficient 

of subgrade reaction are used: 
ks=10000 kN/m3 - weak soil 

ks=20000 kN/m3 - connected soil, medium plastic 

ks=35000 kN/m3 - fine gravel, coarse sand, semi-hard clays [5] 

• The load - only load from crane and lifting load are included 
in the study. Loads from wind, snow, icing and seismic impact does 

not take into account. The crane load is modeled as concentrated 
vertical and horizontal forces for each wheel. Direction of the 

horizontal force is parallel to the axis of the road. This horizontal 
load represents tractive or braking force. The loads are static 

because of low speed of the crane in operation 1.25m/s. The load 

combinations are  

1) self-weight + vertical force 
2) self-weight + vertical force + horizontal force 

The loading and unloading platform are served by two or more 

cranes very often. The relative position of the cranes must be such 
as to obtain maximum value of the member force diagram in sub-

rail beam.  

For this purpose, the already made model of the structure is 

loaded with a single vertical force and the zero points of the 
moment's diagram of the sub-rail beam are determined.  

The continuous elastic base is modeled by assign of spring 

supports in joints of the reinforced concrete beam, corresponding to 
coefficient of subgrade reaction ks=20000 kN/m3. It has been 

studied whether the distance between joints affects to the distance A 
between the applied point of force and the zero point of the moment 

diagram.  

The distance between the joints coincides with the distance 

between the fastenings. The data are given in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2 Moment 3-3 diagram in sub-rail beam 

 

The distance A can be calculated by using of the basic value of 

the beam L [6]. 

 

(1) 

By L the continuous beam is convert to the beam of two 
supports, and distance A is: 

 

(2)
 

For given on fig.2 cross sections of rail and concrete beam are 
received as follow 

The stiffness of the structure ЕI=83903kNm2 

Width of the sub-rail beam b=0.5m 

The basic value of the beam L=2.4069m 

Distance A=1.89m 

 
Fig. 3 The scheme of loads and the type of the moment diagram 

 

We can see from Fig.2 that the values of A are approximately 
the same. The difference between the minimum and maximum 

value is 5.7%. It can be assumed that the distance between the 

fastenings does not affect the position of the zero points in the 
moment diagram. The difference of A value calculated with 

equation 2 and with the SAP 2000 is less than 5%. There is a good 

agreement between the theoretically obtained value and the values 
calculated using the digital model.  

Load combination type using in SAP 2000 for calculation of 

element forces is Linear Add. In this case for maximum value of 
moment is necessary distance between wheels of cranes to be 

shorter than A. The scheme of loads and the type of the moment 

diagram in the sub-rail beam is given in Fig.3. 

3. The results  

The values of the bending moment and shear force in rail and 
sub-rail beam are given on table 1. The values are calculated for 

different distances between fastenings, rail section 49E and 
ks=35000 kN/m3.  

Table 1: The bending moment and shear force 

 
Distance 

between joints 
0.6m 

Distance 
between joints 

0.8m 

Distance 
between joints 

1.0m 

Moment 3-3 in 
rail [kNm] 

19.00 19.87 28.84 

Shear 2-2 in  
rail [kN] 

124.09 214.30 201.78 

Moment 3-3 in 
beam [kNm] 

84.85 83.06 88.95 

Shear 2-2 in 
beam [kN] 

100.61 98.31 95.26 

 

The dependency between shear force, bending moment and 

fastenings distance is given in Fig.4. 

 
Fig. 4 Moment 3-3 and Shear 2-2 in rail, and in sub-rail beam 

 

The first part of the graph shows that the distance between the 
fastenings significantly affects the values of the shear forces in the 

rail. Different options for the distance between the fastenings should 
be considered when choosing the cross section of the rail.  The 

second part of the graph shows that the distance between the 
fastenings changes the values of the shear forces and bending 

moments in the reinforced concrete sub-rail beam slightly. The 

values of the shear force decrease with increasing distance, but the 
difference is small 5.2% between the maximum and minimum 

value. For the bending moment, the difference between the 
maximum and minimum value is also small 6.6%. 

The influence of the rail section on the bending moment and 

shear force in the sub-rail beam was also studied. The data is given 
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in table 2. All values are calculated for fastenings distance 0.6m and 
coefficient of subgrade reaction ks=35000 kN/m3 

Table 2: The internal forces in sub-rail beam by different rail sections 

 Rail A55 Rail 49E Rail 60E 

Moment 3-3 in 
beam [kNm] 

102.51 84.85 79.06 

Shear 2-2 in 
beam [kN] 

119.63 100.61 94.15 

 

The dependency between shear force, bending moment and rail 
cross section is given in Fig.5 

 

 
Fig. 5 The dependency between shear force, bending moment and rail cross 

section 

 

It can be seen that as the weight of the rail increases, the 

bending moment and the shear force in the sub-rail beam decrease. 
However, almost doubling the weight of the rail reduces the 

bending moment by 16% and the shear force by 21%. 

To establish the relationships between the coefficient of 
subgrade reaction and the beam forces in the digital model, bed 

coefficient values were used for weak soils, for connected soil 
medium plastic and for fine gravel coarse sand semi-hard clays. The 

numerical values of the forces are given in Table 3. The study was 

performed for rail type 49E and distance between the fastenings 0.6 
m. 

Table 3: The internal forces in sub-rail beam by different values of 

coefficient of subgrade reaction ks 

 ks=10000 kN/m3 ks=20000 kN/m3 ks=35000 kN/m3 

Moment 3-3 in 
beam [kNm] 

109.66 95.56 84.85 

Shear 2-2 in 

beam [kN] 
108.97 105.06 100.61 

 

Based on Table 3, it can be concluded that the bending moment 
and shear in the beam are higher with a weaker ground base. The 

moment decreases by 23% if the weak base is changed with 

sustainable soil base. The shear force decreases by 8%. 

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are shown the generalized relations of the 
moment and the shear force. 

 
Fig. 6 Bearing moment in sub-rail beam by different values of ks 

 

 
Fig. 7 Shear force in sub-rail beam by different values of ks 

4. Conclusions 

The conclusions from the examinations made so far are the 

following: 

- Replacement the cross-section of the crane track rails can 
reduce the internal forces in the sub-rail beam. 

- The distance between fastenings does not affect the values 
of the internal forces in the sub-rail beam. 

- The strengthening of the ground base under the crane road 

also leads to a reduction of the internal forces in the sub-
rail beam. 
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